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We use a notebook for our writing lessons now, rather than only
relying on worksheets/books, I want the kids to learn by doing (I
feel its the best way), and it’s been going very well! Some of the
writing assessments we use weekly are below in case you’d like to
try them out as well. Most of the assessments can be done with or
without using any number of the story dice/cards (found below
and more on the HHD site), roll and write worksheets, and other
racecourses I create, all found on the site.

Writing assignment Ideas:

 Write a short story with or without using story dice/cards. Use
at least 5 spelling/vocab words.

 Write 5 complete sentences using as many spelling/vocab
words as possible.

 Write 6 complete sentences. Show someone talking in at least 2
sentences.

 Roll a number die to see how many complete sentences you’ll
be writing then use the story dice/cards to choose the subject
matter of each sentence. Use at least 1 fact you know about
each character/item you roll/draw per sentence.

 Write a short story about the character on your description
worksheet (found on the HHD site). Using complete sentences
with words you circled on your completed description
worksheet.



 Team building stories. Grab a partner (friend, parent, sibling etc.)
and your favorite story dice/cards, you’ll be writing a short story
together! Take turns drawing/rolling and then adding a
sentence to the story using what you have drawn/rolled. Make
sure whatever you add flows with the previous sentences to
ensure a well written, fun story! *For extra credit use as many
spelling/vocab words as possible. Occasionally we let the kids
do this one via video chat or even by messenger with family we
don’t get to see face to face often. They roll/draw for the
person of course, and show them the choice. Then they give the
sentence and the kids write in down for them. When the story is
complete the kids read it to the person on video/messenger.
Everyone involved loves it!

Story Dice Use Ideas:

 Roll/draw and write stories or sentences using the character or
photo you roll as the main character in your writing.

 Roll/draw and write stories or sentences using you as the main
character having an adventure with the character or photo you
roll/draw.



Use the words and pages below to write your best spooky, creepy, fun
Halloween sentences and stories!

1) afraid
2) apparition
3) bat
4) begging
5) black cat
6) black dress
7) bloodcurdling
8) bloodsucker
9) bloody
10)bones
11) boogeyman
12)broomstick
13) cackle
14)cadaver
15) candy
16) cape
17) carved
18) casket
19) cauldron
20) cemetery
21) chainsaw
22) cobweb
23) coffin
24) conical hat
25) corpse



26) costume party
27) costumes
28) creeped out
29) crematorium
30) crone
31) crying
32) crypt
33) cursed
34) dark
35) decapitated
36) decomposing
37) demon
38) devilish
39) disguise
40) eerie
41) enchanted
42) epitaph
43) evil
44) exorcism
45) eye of newt
46) face paint
47) fangs
48) fearful
49) frightened
50) frozen with fear
51) full moon
52) ghost
53) ghost story
54) ghostly
55) ghoulish
56) goblin



57) gory
58) gravestone
59) graveyard
60) grim
61) grim reaper
62) gruesome
63) hag
64) haunted house
65) haunting
66) heart-pounding
67) hex
68) hobgoblin
69) hocus pocus
70) horrified
71) horror-stricken
72) howling
73) incantation
74) jack-o-lantern
75) knife
76) levitation
77) living dead
78) lurking
79) macabre
80) magic
81) magic potion
82) masks
83) mausoleum
84) medium
85) monsters
86) morbid
87) mummified



88) mummy
89) necromancy
90) occult
91) orbs
92) owl
93) palpitations
94) panicked
95) panicky
96) paranormal
97) petrified
98) phantasm
99) phantom
100) pitchfork
101) pointy shoes
102) poltergeist
103) possessed
104) possession
105) reanimated
106) ritualistic
107) satanic
108) scared
109) scary story
110) screaming
111) seance
112) shadow
113) shadowy figure
114) shaking
115) skeleton
116) skull
117) sorcery
118) specter



119) spell
120) spider
121) spine-chilling
122) spine-tingling
123) spirit
124) spooked
125) spree killer
126) superstition
127) terrified
128) terror
129) terrorized
130) toad
131) Tomb
132) treats
133) trembling
134) trick or treat
135) tricks
136) troll
137) trunk or treat
138) undead
139) unearthly
140) unnerved
141) vampire
142) wand
143) warlock
144) Weeping
145) werewolf
146) Wiccan
147) Witchcraft
148) wizard
149) Wraith



150) Zombie



























The pages below can be used as story cards or for the headband
game!








